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CURRENT NOTES
NEWMAN

F.

BAKER

[ED.]

Northwestern University School of Law
Chicago, Illinois

Northwestern Police ConferenceThe second annual session of the
Midwest Conference on Police
Problems and Methods met during
the first four days of February,
1933, on the campus of Northwestern University at Evanston, Illinois, under the auspices of the University and the Evanston Police
Department.
The program consisted of addresses, papers, and practical instruction by a large number of
specialists in the various phases of
The mapolice administration.
terial presented at the Conference
may be divided among the follow(1) The
ing four main topics:
police as a profession; (2) the relations of the police to the community; (3) the relations of the police
to other agencies of law enforcement; (4) the technique of police
administration.
(1) Mr. Donald Stone, Research
Director of the International City
Managers' Association, addressed
the conference on the subject of
"Police Recruiting and Training."
He pointed out that the respect in
which police administration is most
deficient in meeting the qualifica.tions of a true profession is the
recruitment and training of new
members, and outlined the requirements of an adequate system for
recruitment of police. The question
of police training was also taken
up by Professor Ernst W. Putt-

kammer of the University of Chicago Law School who illustrated
the present methods of teaching
criminal law to police officers and
showed how this phase of police
training should be conducted.
(2) Mr. John B. Blandford, Director of Public Safety in the citymanager governed city of Cincinnati, emphasized the necessity for
full cooperation between the police
and the citizens of the community
and described how the police of his
city, by the use of the police radio
and personal contacts between citizens, business men, and the police
officers, are winning the active cooperating of the community.
Professor Arthur J. Todd, head
of the Department of Sociology in
Northwestern University, treated
the relations of police and the community in a paper on "Sociological
Principles of Crime Prevention."
Professor John H. Wigmore, Dean
Emeritus of the Northwestern University School of Law, addressed a
luncheon meeting of the Conference on the subject of "Police
Ideals."
(3)
The keynote paper on the
relation of the police to other law
enforcement agencies was delivered
by Mr. Frank J. Loesch, President
of the Chicago Crime Commission.
His address was entitled "What the
Police and Prosecutor Have a Right
to Expect of Each Other."
Mr. M. H. Purvis, of the Bureau
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of Investigation of the United
States Department of Justice, and
Colonel T. P. Sullivan, Superintendent of the Illinois State Bureau
of Criminal Identification and Investigation, discussed -the work of
their respective agencies and told
how police departments might make
more effective use of the facilities
which they have to offer.
Judge Mary Bartelme of the
Chicago Juvenile Court described
the work of that court and stressed
the need for better understanding
of the work of the court by police
officers and the importance of their
work in the preliminary stages of
cases which ultimately are handled
by it. Judge William J. Lindsay
of the Superior Court of Cook
County presented a paper on
"Felonious Homicides," and the
Honorable Dwight Green, United
States District Attorney for Chicago, in a paper on "Proper
Preservation and Presentation of
Evidence" emphasized how important it is for police officers to
have a proper knowledge of the
law.
(4) A very large part of the
program of the conference was devoted to a consideration of the
technical problems of police administration. This phase of the program might be divided as follows:
(a) general administration problems; (b) problems of traffic control; (c) criminal investigations;
(d) sectional meetings.
(a) William 0. Freeman, Chief
of Police, Evanston, Illinois, addressed a luncheon meeting of the
conference on "Balancing Morale
and Discipline." Major James U.
Sammis, Captain of Police, Lincoln
Park, Chicago, discussed "Efficient
Personnel Distribution," and the
questions of radio and teletype
communication were treated, re-
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spectively, by Frank A. Rafferty,
Radio Engineer, Chicago Police
Department, and Paul Bauer, Illinois Bell Telephone Company representative.
(b) The administration of that
part of police work dealing with
traffic control was taken up in four
addresses: "The Policeman's Part
in the Accident Problem," Maxwell
N. Halsey, Traffic Engineer, National Bureau of Casualty and
Surety Underwriters, New York
City; "Practical Uses of Records
in the Accident Prevention Program," Reuben L. Forney, Statistician, National Safety, Council;
"Traffic Planning for Accident Reduction," Earl J. Reeder, City
Traffic Engineer, Evanston; "Mechanics of Traffic Law Enforcement," Franklin M. Kreml, Director, Bureau of Accident Prevention, Evanston Police Department,
Chairman, Committee on Law Enforcement, National Safety Council, Chicago; "Technical Problems
of Traffic Control," Earl J. Reeder.
(c) In the field of criminal
identification and scientific crime
detection, Lieutenant Edwin F.
Burke, Commander, Identification
Bureau, Police Department, Rochester, New York, addressed the
conference on "Identification in
Your Department and What It
Ought to Be," and Colonel Calvin
Goddard, Director, Scientific Crime
Detection Laboratory, Northwestern
University, discussed "Science as
an Aid to Crime Detection." The
members of the conference spent an
evening in the Laboratory where
Colonel Coddard, H. J. Walter, C.
M. Wilson, and E. C. Hood of the
Laboratory staff gave lectures and
demonstrations on identification of
weapons, documentary examination,
the use of the ultra violet ray and
moulage, and fingerprints and mi-
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croscopy. Mr. Leonarde Keeler of
the Laboratory staff and Dr. Meyer
Solomon of the Northwestern Universitly School of Medicine discussed the "Psychological Analysis
of Crime" with a demonstration of
the use of the lie-detector.
C. Wayland Brooks, Former
Assistant State's Attorney, Cook
County, Illinois, addressed the Conference on "Knowledge of Law in
Police Investigation and Detection."
H. B. Michael, Engineer in Charge
of Protection against Burglary,
National Underwriters' Laboratories, discussed "Devices for Protection against Burglars." James C.
Leaton, Assistant U. S. District Attorney, Chicago, discussed "Counterfeiting," and Ralph H. Oyler,
Supervisor of Narcotics for Illinois, U. S. Narcotic Servjce, lectured on "Narcotics."
(d) The sectional meetings were
held every afternoon and afforded
technical instruction in the use of
firearms and gas, wrestling and
useful holds for police officers, and
a demonstration of a criminal investigation. One special session of
the conference was devoted to a
demonstration and lecture on "First
Aid and Resuscitation" by H. W.
Robb, Commandant, First Aid and
Life Savings Corps, Chicago Chapter, American Red Cross.
Crime Detection School-The second special course of instruction for
police officers included not only
those interested or concerned with
identification problems, but those
having general police duties, as well.
This course was completed at the
Scientific Crime Detection Laboratory of Northwestern University on
February 18, last.
The course, which was of two
weeks' duration, was made up in

answer to many requests received
from peace officers throughout the
various sections of the country for
an opportunity to secure fundamental knowledge covering the various phases of the laboratory examination of criminal evidence.
The personnel of the course consisted of 34 men, most of them
police officers, although included in
the group were one or two citizens
who were interested primarily in
going into some angle of the work
covered by the laboratory.
These officers and civilians included Lieutenants and Inspectors
of Detectives from various cities,
four members of the Pennsylvania
State Constabulary, deputies, sheriffs and identification officers from
various parts of the country, including both the East and West coasts
and the extreme South.
The major subjects covered in
this course included firearms identification (frequently termed ballistics), the examination of questioned documents, the detection of
deception by means of the Keeler
"lie-detector" and specialized instruction in the photography of evidence. Other subjects treated more
briefly included chemistry, toxicology and serology, criminal law,
criminological applications of ultraviolet rays, how to collect and preserve evidence, finger-printing, verbal descriptions (portrait parl6),
microscopy and photomicrography,
legal medicine, fallibility of eye
witnesses, sketching a crime scene,
etc., etc.
Each student was informed prior
to attending the course that it was
desired he distinctly understand that
although the laboratory did not expect any student to become an expert in any field in the period covered by the course, they would
nevertheless be able to gain from
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it an excellent background for
further individual study. Arrangements were made whereby certain
interested students would be offered
additional instruction in one of the
major subjects involved at the end
of the regular course and five students availed themselves of this
opportunity. These students are
now at the Laboratory, chiefly concerned with more intensive work
on firearms identification, and one
student is returning shortly to take
a month's intensive training in the
application and use of the "lie-detector," in this case being sent by
one of the Eastern states.
The course ran from 9:30 A.M.
until 5:00 P.M. daily, with the exception of Saturday afternoon and
Sunday. Most of the lectures and
demonstrations were conducted by
the regular staff members of the
Laboratory, although in a few instances, outstanding professional
men were invited to cover particular subjects outside the normal
scope of the Laboratory's activities.
Professors Baker and Simonds from
the University contributed lectures
on "Criminal Law" and "Legal
Medicine," respectively, and Dr.
Barry, who has had charge of the
University of Wisconsin extension
courses for police officers, discussed
"Crime Detection and the juvenile."
During the course a practical demonstration was given of the use of
scopolamine, popularly called "truth
serum," to demonstrate the efficiency of this drug in obtaining
true answers to questions given a
suspect who is apparently lying.
One of the students volunteered to
write out a series of questions that
only he knew the answers to and
endeavored to give erroneous answers to these questions even though
scopolamine was used. The true
answers to the questions he had
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prepared and retained in a sealed
envelope which was turned over to
the psychologist at the end of the
test for comparison with the
answers obtained from him under
narcosis. It is interesting to note
that the results of this test were
The
satisfactory in every way.
student was unable to maintain his
determination to give false answers
to the questions and in every instance
the true answer was obtained, this
being verified by later reference to
the sealed answers in his possession.
It is felt from the volume of correspondence and interest shown by
many individuals in these laboratory
methods of scientific criminal investigation that another course will
be held covering the same ground
early in the fall at the Laboratory.
-S. W.
Statistics Compiled from Fingerprint -Cards-The U. S. Bureau of
Investigation, J. Edgar Hoover,
Director, issued a report of statistics compiled from fingerprint
cards received from February 1 to
December 31, 1932.
The Identification Division of the
United States Bureau of Investigation receives on an average of 2,000
fingerprint records daily of individuals who have been arrested or
committed to penal institutions in
this and other countries. These
records contain valuable information regarding the types of persons
arrested for various offenses. Early
in 1932 the United States Bureau of
Investigation began tabulating information as to the type of crime
committed, the place and date of
arrest, the place of birth, nationality, age, sex, race and previous
record of the person arrested. So
that the information would be confined to police records, fingerprint
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cards received from prisons and
other law-enforcement agencies not
directly connected with the police
were excluded. The information
tabulated is, therefore, based solely
upon the records of those persons
who were fingerprinted at the time
of their arrest by police departments throughout the United States.
The tabulations cannot be taken as
an indication of the amount of
crime committed, nor can they be
interpreted as representing all arrests made by police departments
throughout the country, because all
persons arrested are not fingerprinted.
During the eleven month period
from February 1 to December 31,
1932, fingerprint records representing 277,778 arrests were examined.
Of these, 42,700 (15.4%) were instances where persons were arrested on suspicion or held for investigation, while 28,004 (10.1%)
were arrests for vagrancy. Arrests
for larceny number 37,052 (13.3%)
and for burglary -they numbered
28,366 (10.2%). Arrests for these
offenses accounted for 49% of the
total arrest records examined. The
number of arrests for felonious
homicide was 5,306 (1.9%).
Arrests of males far exceeded the
arrests of females, the latter numbering 20,551 or 7.4% of the total.
One out of 38 women arrested was
charged with robbery, while 1 out
of 17 men arrested was charged
with that offense.
Youths aged 19 accounted for
14,518 (5.2%) of the arrest records,
the largest number contributed by
any single age group. A total of
55,726 (20.1%) were under 21 years
of age. Persons aged between 21
and 24, inclusive, numbered 53.089
(19.1%), making a total of 108,815
(39.2%) under 25 years of age.
Of each 100 persons arrested for

the following offenses the number
stated were persons under 21 years
of age: auto theft, 48; burglary,
38; robbery, 28; and larceny, 28.
Persons under 25 years of age constituted the following number of
each 100 arrested for the following offenses; auto theft, 71; burglary, 60; robbery, 55; larceny, 47;
and felonious homicide, 27. Of each
100 arrested for felonious homicide
21 were persons between the ages
of 25 and 29, inclusive.
Records of the United States Bureau of Investigation reveal that
55.1% of those arrested for violations of narcotic drug laws had been
previously arrested or convicted for
some offense. Persons arrested for
forgery and counterfeiting showed
the second highest percentage of
repeaters, 42.5%, while the lowest
percentage of repeaters was 20.8%
for persons arrested for felonious
homicide and driving while intoxicated.
At the end of December, 1932,
there were 3,340,261 criminal fingerprint records on file in the
United States Bureau of Investigation at Washington, D. C. The
number of police departments, peace
officers and law-enforcement agencies throughout the United States
and foreign countries voluntarily
contributing fingerprints to the Bureau at the end of December totaled 5,282. During December, 1932,
355 fugitives from justice were
identified through fingerprint records and information as to the
whereabouts of these fugitives was
immediately transmitted to the lawenforcement official or agency desiring to apprehend these individuals. Of each 100 fingerprints received during December, more than
44 were identified with criminal data
in the files of the Bureau. The index cards on file at the Bureau con-
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taining the names or aliases of individuals with criminal records totaled 4,431,419 on December 31,
1932.
In the report are several valuable
tables covering the percentage of
previous arrests for specific offenses,
distribution of specific offenses,
and offenses by age groups.

Ohio Report-A publication of
great value is the report of the
Senate Committee on Prison Welfare and Administration in the State
of Ohio. The Committee was appointed under the provisions of Senate Resolution No. 39, in 1931, and
made its report the latter part of
1932. It is worth while to bring it
to the attention of the readers of
the Journal because it is a concise
presentation of the Ohio prison and
welfare situation, anat the recommendations are in keeping with
progressive thought.

Federal Probation Statistics-The
January "News Letter" of the
United States Probation System,
Sanford Bates, Director, contains
the following figures:
Probation System Expenditures

1926
1927
1928
1929
19J0
1931
1932

fiscal year ..........
None
fiscal year ..........
None
fiscal year .......... $ 11,923
fiscal year ...........
19,501
fiscal, year ..........
21,522
fiscal year ..........
181,411
fiscal year.........
230,325
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Expansion of System
District Officers Probationers
4,142
5,507
8,089
10,337
13,394
14,676
17,072
23,200
25,605

Drte Organized on Diuty
6-30-30
10
8
9-30-30
25
28
12-31-30
40
48
3-31-31
52
44
6-30-31
54
62
9-30-31
55
63
11-30-31
55
63
6-30-32
55
63
10-31-32
62
89

Percentage of Violations

1931 ........................
4.2%
1932 ........................ 4.6%
1933 (first 4 months) ........

7.6%

NOTE: May the increase be interpreted to mean that probationers are
being checked up more thoroughly?

Case Loads as of.Oct. 31, 1932
by Groups of Districts
Group 1-Total load
Officers
Average

397
7
54 per officer

Group 2-Total load 1,865
Officers
14
Average
133 per officer
Group 37--Total load 2,338
Officers
14
167 per officer
Average
Group 4-Total load 1,850
Officers
8
231 per officer
Average
Group 5-Tot. load 13,422
Officers
33
Average
406 per officer
Group 6-Total load 7,992
Officers
9
Average
888 per officer
NoTE: Group 1 is mostly composed of districts recently organized.
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Sing Sing Admissions- Laborers,
office clerks, porters and painters
received the greatest representation
among 1,534 admissions to Sing
Sing prison during 1932 according
to the report of the State Department of Correction.
Mechanics,
waiters, fireman and chauffeurs also
ranked high as to number among
the seventy-five occupations represented. There were 193 laborers,
94 office clerks, 79 porters, 77
painters, 60 mechanics, 58 waiters,
56 firemen and 46 chauffeurs.
There were no lawyers, editors.
physicians or ministers;
among
other low-ranking occupations as
to number of admissions were the
following:
1 lumberman, 1 hodcarrier, 1 welder, 1 crane operator,
1 drill operator and 1 rigger.
There were 26 bakers, 39 barbers,
16 bricklayers, 12 butchers, 37 cooks,
31 electricians, 4 florists, 23 gardeners, 41 hospital orderlies, 16 interpreters, 43 laundry workers, 12
librarians, 25 musicians, 33 printers,
*6 sign painters, 29 tailors, 33 shoemakers and 19 teachers.
N. Y. Reports-Mr. E. R. Cass,
Secretary of the American Prison
Association, writes (February 15th)
that "the Legislative Commission to
Investigate Prison Administration
and Construction (Lewisohn Commission) will in the next week or ten
days release three reports: one on
the educational experiment at Elmira
Reformatory, another on the administration of probation in this State,
and a third on a study of the criminal and social histories of about
3,500 persons admitted to New
York State prisons and reforma-

Excellent
Good
Mediocre
Bad

Males
299
1,048
146
133

tories. All these reports contain
good material. The third one, relating to case studies, explodes a
number of theories relative to the
make-up of those who come to reformatories and prisons, especially
as they relate to the so-called first
offender. -There seems to be difficulty in finding 'such an animal'."
Mr. Cass has been spending much
time at the State Capitol, Albany,
in his work as General Secretary
of the Prison Association of New
York. He reports that three bills
have been introduced to provide
for a more liberal application of the
indeterminate sentence. Other bills
being considered by the New York
Legislature include a series of Probation bills resulting from the studies of the Lewisohn Commission,
and also a series of bills relating
to court procedure in cases of insane or mentally defective delinquents.
The "Moral Results" of Correctional Education in Italy.--In the
1927 "Statistics of Reformatories"
issued by the Ministry of Justice
and Cults there appears an interesting section on "the moral results
of correctional education." An inquiry was conducted in 1927 as to
the status of 1884 inmates (1,626
males and 258 females) who had
been released from the reformatories a year previously, or earlier.
All were then classified according
to conduct at the time of inquiry,
and 1,745 cases (1,534 males and
211 females) were furthermore
classified as to occupational history.
According to conduct the following
ratings were given:
Females
90
107
47
14

Percent of Total
21
61
10
8
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As for occupational history, we find the following classification:
Continuing trade learned in
reformatory
Profitably employed in other
occupations
In army or naval service
Emigrated
Continuing studies
Dead
Unemployed

Males

Females

803

149

Percent of Total

It is obvious that the data here
Turin Course of Study-The Unigiven cannot throw much light on versity of Turin is conducting an
the post-institutional record of these interesting course of study in crimdischarged reformatory inmates. inal anthropology and criminal law
It would first be necessary to know during the scholastic year of 1932The following instructors
how the inquiry was conducted, 1933.
what the categories of the tables are giving courses:
actually mean, etc. The encourag1. Giorgio Canuto, Professor uf
ing and significant fact, however,
Legal Medicine, criminal anis that Italy, in an official annual
thropology and legal medicine.
statistical report, recognizes the
2.
Eugenio
Florian, Professor of
importance of checking up on the
Criminal Procedure, criminoleffects of her reformatory treatogy and cringinal procedure.
ment. We hope that in some fu3. Amedeo Herlitzka, Professor
ture report dealing with her prisons,
of Physiology, physiology and
a similar investigation may be depsychiatry.
scribed and in some greater detail.
4.
Ernesto Lugaro, Professor of
-T. S.
Clinical Psychiatry, forensic
psychiatry.
5. Gioele Tolari, Professor of
Ploscowe Study-The Revue des
Philosophy of Law, problems
Sciences Politiques for Octoberin the philosophy of criminal
December, 1932, contains an interlaw.
esting study entitled "La Procedure
Criminelle Dans LItalie Fasciste"
by Morris Ploscowe. Re points out
Illinois Prisons---The News Bulthe influence of the New Italian
letin
of the Osborne Association
Code of Criminal Procedure, which
(combining the National Society of
went into effect July 1, 1931, upon
the principles of Fascist political Penal Information, Inc., and the
philosophy. He makes a general Welfare League Association, Inc.,
criticism of the new regime in Italy now operated under the same board
from the standpoint of recent of directors) gives the Illinois
changes in criminal procedure. Prison population as follows:
"The tgtal population of Illinois'
Copies may be obtained from Libraririe Filix Alcan, 108 Boulevard penal institutions on January 1st
Saint-Germain, Paris.
reached 11,283, an increase of 593,
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during the calendar year. At Joliet
and Stateville, during December, the
population, including the women,
reached a peak of over 5,000."
On January 9th of this year, the
State administration changed, at
which time the new governor, Judge
Henry Horner, was inaugurated.
In his message to the General Assembly, he recommended that the
parole board, now consisting of ten
members, be reduced to five members for full-time service; and,
also, that a survey be made of the
penal and charitable institutions to
determine improvements to be made
in management, industries, and
laws to be enacted relating thereto.
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of 1929 and 1930. The four most
serious offenses-namely, murder,
burglary, robbery and larceny all
Murders deshowed decreases.
creased by nineteen (19%) per cent,
burglaries by three (3%) per cent,
robbery eleven (11%) per cent and
larceny fourteen (14%) per cent.
Dismissals by police magistrates
were fewer than at any time since
the Commission started to compile
crime statistics ten years ago. Only
one case in every ten resulted in a
dismissal. It is believed that at
least one explanation of this is quite
obvious. The Baltimore Police have
developed and shown a tolerance
toward minor infractions during
these trying times. Indeed they
have been close to and have
shown a marked understanding
of and sympathy for the victims
Consequently
of unemployment.
they made over ten thousand
fewer arrests for offenses of
all kinds, but when they did make
an arrest the facts and circumstances were generally overwhelmThe
ingly against the accused.
police made arrests in 46.6% of the
cases of reported felonies as compared with 47.8% in the previous
year.
The Grand Jury also dismissed
fewer cases, the ratio of dismissals
being one in sixteen as compared
with one in thirteen in 1931. The
percentage of convictions increased
from 86% to 87% a point beyond
which it has never yet gone, and
only once in 1929 was this rate
equalled. Probation was granted in
eight (8%) per cent of the cases
resulting in convictions whereas
during 1931 the rate was sixteen
per cent.

Baltimore Report-The Tenth Annual Report of the Baltimore Criminal Justice Commission, James M.
Hepbron, Managing Director, has
appeared. The Report covers the
year 1932. A summary of the report reads in part as follows:
Unemployed or partially employed
men and boys by the tens of thousands filled the city. Transient unemployed persons numbering more
than 47,000 passed through or resided in the city for a brief space
during 1932. Enforced leisure time
-a constant threat to the crime
rate of a city if not properly directed-had likewise reached a new
high peak. Certainly it would seem
that conditions were such as to cause
a very material increase in the incidents of serious crime.
On the contrary, however, reports
of serious crime actually decreased
in Baltimore City by nearly si.K
(6%) per cent during tne year just
ended.
Indeed, there were 324
fewer felonies or major crimes reported during 1932 than irr 1931.
Keeler Wins Civic Award-On
In fact the rate was below that of
1928 although still above the rates January 17, 1933, Mr. Leonarde
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Keeler, of the Scientifir Crime Detection Laboratory of Northwestern
University, was announced as the
winner of the medal awarded annually by the Junior Association of
Commerce to the man between 21
and 35 years of age who has made
the "most outstanding civic contribution to Chicago" in the previous
year.
The announcement of the award
said that it came after more than
'three weeks of study of possible
candidates among the younger business and professional men. Mr.
Keeler, the announcement said, was
given the award because of his aid
in the solution of 87 criminal cases
in Chicago and nearby cities. He
is credited with getting 54 direct
confessions and eight others following trial out of 627 tests of crime
suspects. Mr. Keeler is a specialist
in detection of deception and has
perfected- the well known "Keeler
Polygraph" commonly termed the
"lie-detector."
Resolution of the New York As"
sociation of Chiefs of Police--The
following resolution was adopted by
the delegates at the Thirty-Second
Annual Convention of the New York
State Association Chiefs of Police
at Utica, N. Y., on August 24th,
1932:
WHEREAS, The recent tragedy of
atrocious crime of kidnapping demonstrated the necessity, so often
previously brought to the public attention, of having every person permanently registered for the purpose
of correct identification, and
WHEREAS, it has been demonstrated that such a registration
should start from the birth of the
child and be carried on throughout
one's life, and
WHEREAS, The most scientific and
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thorough method of identification is
through the footprints in infancy
and fingerprints after the development of permanent ridges, and
WHEREAS, the Association of the
Chiefs of Polie of the State of
New York in convention assembled
in the City of Utica, August 23rd,
24th and 25th, 1932, after listening
to the remarks of the Honorable
Austin Roche, Commissioner of
Police in the City of Buffalo, and
after the discussion of the social
importance and absolute necessity
for the introduction of necessary reforms for the reason previously
stated, declare themselves in favor
and direct their Legislatie Committee to work along the following
lines:
A. To contact with the Department of Health to introduce the
necessary changes in our law governing Vital Statistics to have foot
prints of every infant born within
our State:
B. To contact with the Department of Education to have every
child entering public, private or
parochial schools fingerprinted;
C. To have the accumulated data
of both 'the Health and Education
Dep artments opened to the proper
and accredited representatives of
Law Enforcing Agencies;
D. To contact with the Department of Education to enlarge the
nurses, physicians and midwives curriculum so that all such licensed
persons bd qualified to take foot
and finger prints in a manndr approved by recent scientific methods;
E. That pending such an educational reform, Police authorities be
empowered to take foot and finger
prints;
F. That copies of this resolution
be forwarded to our United States
Congressmen and Senators for the
consideration of introducing finger
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print registration during the taking
of the United States Census, and
be it further resolved that the copy
of this resolution be forwarded to
the American Bar Association,
American Medical Association, the
Association of International Chiefs
of Police, the American Institution
of Criminal Law and Criminology.

Chicago Crime Commission Organization for 1933- At the annual
meeting of the Chicago Crime Commission, January 19, 1933, Honorable Frank J. Loesch was reelected
President and Henry Barrett Chamberlin was continued as Operating
Director, a position he has ably
filled since the organization of the
Commission. In his annual address,
Mr. Chamberlin reported great success upon the part of the Commission in suppressing criminal activity in the community. He said:
"A most hopeful sign is the present cooperation between all of those
officials charged with the administration of criminal justice in this
community. The chief justice of
the Criminal Court, the chief justice of the Municipal Court, the
Mayor, the Commissioner of Police
and the judges of the Criminal
Court are evincing a determination
to carry on the war against crime.
It is the first time in the observation of the Commission that cooperation of these officials has been
so inclusive. If it continues it
should mean much to the citizenship
of Chicago and to Cook County."
Professor Andrew A. Bruce, President of the American Institute of
Criminal Law and Criminology
serves as Chairman of the Commission's Committee on Pardons, Paroles and Institutions. The Secretary of the Institute, Professor
Newman F. Baker, has been ap-
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pointed to the Committee on Police,
Sheriff and Coroner.
Probation Department Trains Its
Workers-An outstanding program
for keeping the workers in a large
probation department abreast with
modern thought, further training
them for their responsible duties, is
being carried on this year by the
Probation Department of the Court
of General Sessions, New York.
A Committee of Judges, of which
Judge Cornelius F. Collins is Chairman, is cooperating with the Chief
Probation Officer, Irving W. Halpern, who is directing the program.
This consists of a series of weekly
lectures and discussions, held at the
Court every Saturday morning. An
elaborate program has been arranged, covering all phases of the
probation officer's work. The program began the middle of last October and will continue steadily into
June of this year. Aside from the
required attendance of all the forty
odd probation officers in this large
and well organized adult probation
department, the invitation has been
extended to probation officers in
other courts in New York City and
vicinity, as well as to judges and
others interested, to be present.
Lectures have been scheduled by
authorities, especially in the field of
mental hygiene, by chief probation
officers in the New York courts,
and by representatives of cooperatDuring the latter
ing agencies.
part of the course representatives
of the probation department itself
have been featured to present papers
and lead in practical case-work discussions. Among the speakers who
have been heard are Dr. Sheldon
Glueck of the Harvard Law School,
Dr. Leon W. Goldrich, Director of
the Child' Guidance Clinic of the
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New York City Board of Education, Dr. George K. Pratt of the
National Cpmmittee for Mental Hygiene, and Dr. Bernard Glueck has
been scheduled for a series of mental hygiene addresses.
This is the most comprehensive
course of instruction so far developed within a probation department.
Similar courses of shorter duration
have been held elsewhere. However, there has not been enough
development of specialized training in the technique and cooperation required of good probation
work. Probation officers today are
too frequently appointed without
sufficient social work experience or
specialized training. Because of
this fact, and also because of the
continued growth of knowledge in
the difficult art of behavior guidance, the development of these
courses by the probation departments themselves should serve a
very valuable purpose.
It is hoped that many other courts
will follow the example of the
Court of General Sessions and will
include definite training courses and
institutes for their workers as part
of the day's work.
-C. L. C.
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it with others like-minded the world
over, and so strengthen the forces
of those who see in sin, disease and
misery their only enemies."
The publication appears in three
languages, French, English and
German, and contains a forceful
and convincing preface written by
Dr. Margery Fry of London. The
first issue contains contributions
from authorities in Germany, Canada, France, Great Britain, India,
Norway, Holland and Peru.
The volume runs 210 pages and
costs sixty cents, including postage.
Orders can be placed directly with
Miss C. M. Craven, Hon. Secretary,
The Howard League for Penal Reform, Parliament Mansions, Victoria Street, S. W. 1, London, England, or E. R. Cass, General Secretary of the American Prison Associatiofi, 135 East 15th Street, New
York City.
-E. R. C.

Progress in Criminal StatisticsMr. L. C. Marshall of The Johns
Hopkins University Institute of
Law, who has been contributing
much time to the development of
criminal statistics in this country,

writes:
New Publicaion-Aj publication by
the International Revi ew of Prison
Reform entitled "Tribiunal" has recently appeared. The first issue is
published by the Bri tish Howard
League on behalf of the International Penal Reform G roup.
The publication is -he result of
sentiment registered at the time of
the Tenth International Prison Congress in Prague in 11930. Those
present expressed th e desire by
means of a publicatioin "To keep
living the sympathetic intercourse
which then united therm, to extend

"Just by way of a report of progress, the Census is definitely going
through with the task of gathering statistics from the courts of
general criminal jurisdiction (probably not from the minor courts this
year).
Some eight jurisdictions
seem quite certain to contribute data
this first year, and I am inclined
to think the number will rise above
twelve.
"Meanwhile, there is an excellent
prospect that the Attorney General
of the United States will put the
federal criminal statistics on the
same basis. If this should occur, I
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suppose that in the neighborhood
of one-half of the cases heard by
the courts of general criminal S;:risdiction in this countrr (state and
federal) would be covered."
Publications of General InterestAmong the publications received
by the Secretary of the American
Institute of Criminal Law and
Criminology are several of general
The
interest to criminologists.
Fifth Annual "Report of the New
York State Commission of Correction" for the year 1931 is a mine of
information for those interested in
prison administration. It contains
the results of inspection of 518
penitentiaries, county and city jails.
The pages from 591 to 660 inclusive are given over to statistical
tables.
Another Thomas Skelton Harrison Foundation study has appeared
in its Philadelphia Municipal Court
Series. This study was issued by
the Bureau of 'Municipal Research
of Philadelphia and is entitled
"Men's Misdemeanants Division of
the Municipal Court of Philadelphia," pp. 176. The report was prepared by George E. Worthington,
member of the New York City
Commission on Crime Prevention.
The types and origin of the cases
appearing in the Municipal Court,
procedure in court cases, the probation staff, investigation of cases,
probationary supervision and the
outcome of probation all are treated
in considerable detail.
The International Association of
Chiefs of Police has issued the
"Proceedings of the Thirty-ninth
Annual Convention" which was held
during the summer of 1932 at Portland, Oregon. The papers presented
therein are of unusual value to all
interested in police work.
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The National Conference of Social Work has issued its "Proceedings of the Fifty-ninth Annual Session" of the Conference which was
held at Philadelphia in May, 1932.
The Conference, which is a national
forum for the presentation of varying viewpoints and changing development in the field of social work,
listened to an unusually large number of fine addresses of interest to
criminologists, many of which may
be read in the Proceedings. The
University of Chicago Press served
as publisher.
Public Document No. 4 of the
State of
Connecticut, recently
printed by order of the Legislature,
is the "Report of the Directors of
the Connecticut State Prison" for
the Biennium ended June 30, 1932.
It contains thirty pages of statistical tables.
"Mental Health and the Depression" is the title given to the Proceedings of a Conference held December 7, 1932, by the Illinois Society for Mental Hygiene. Among
the contributors are Dr. Franz
Alexander, Dr. Thomas Frencri,
Rabbi Freehof and Professor S. N.
Stevens.
The Ohio Institute of Columbus,
Ohio, in its study entitled "A State
System of Criminal Statistics and
Information" makes a noteworthy
contribution toward the developmenL
of a more accurate ana adequate
system of state criminal statistics.
The work of the Ohio Institute was
made possible by a grant from the
Bureau of Social Hygiene, Inc., of
New York City.
The Bureau of the Census, U. S.
Department of Commerce has
printed its Tenth Annual Report of
Statistics of Marriages, Divorces,
and Annulments of Marriages.
A most useful publication is the
"Directory of Organizations in the
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Field of Public Administration"
published by the Public Administration Clearing House, 850 East
58th Street, Chicago. Not only are
the National, State and Regional
organizations dealing with judicial
reform, crime and public welfare
listed but there is a classification of
National organizations by fields of
activity. The inclusion of names
and addresses of the officers of these
organizations makes the directory
of great value to criminologists.
"The Kansas Judicial Council
Bulletin" for December, 1932, contains many statistical tables showing disposition of criminal cases and
the statutory proposals relating to
Criminal Code Amendments and
Jury Trials.

Virginia Law Quarterly (Decem-

ber, 1932) ; "Blood Tests-The Four
Blood Groups" by D. H. Kitchin,
The Police Journal (Eng.) (January, 1933); "'The Evidence of the
Camera" by Captain A. J. A.
Quirke, The Police Journal (Eng.)
(January, 1933); "The Place of
Psychiatry in Medical Education"
by Ralph A. Noble, Mental Hygiene
(January, 1933); "A Visit to the
Cuban Model Prison" by Joseph
Rocca, News Bulletin (February,
1933); "The Sanitation of Convict
Camps in North Carolina" by M. F.
Trice, News Bulletin (February,
1933); "Mental Hygiene and Social Change" by Thomas D. Eliot,
Mental Health Bulletin (FebruaryMarch, 1933); "The New Attica
Prison" by L. A. Kibbe, Correction
(January, 1933); "Qualification of
Articles of Interest-"Justice in Prison Board to Adjust Penalty to
the Enforcement of Quasi-Criminal Crime" by Ed. Swope, U. S. Daily
Law" by William C. Van Vleck, (January 25, 1933); '"Free Criminal
The George Washington Law Re- Defense and the Prisoner" by W.
view (November, 1932); "The Re- Bruce Cobb, On Guard (December,
lation of Criminal Statutes to Tort 1933); "Use of Insanity Plea as a
Liability" by Clarence Morris, Har- Defense in Criminal Cases" by
vard Law Review (January, 1933);
Clarence R. Kirkbride, Kansas City
"Intelligence of 600 Juvenile De- Law Review (January, 1933); "Edlinquents" by W. E. McClure, The ucation and Training of the FeebleJournalof Juvenile Research (Janu- minded" and "Psychological Aspects
ary, 1933); "Waiver of Jury Trial of the Birth-Injured Mentally Defiin Criminal Cases in Kentucky" by cient" by E. A. Doll,,M. D., ProceedRoy Moreland, Kentucky Law Jour- ings of the Association for Study of
nal (November, 1932); "Conflicting Feebleminded (Reprints) ; "Are
Viewpoints of Psychiatry and the Crimes of Violence Increasing?" by
Law on the Matter of Criminal Re- E. Roy Calvert, Thou Shalt Not
sponsibility" by Edward F. Streit, Kill (January, 1933); "British MoNotre Dame Lawyer (January, tor Bandits Upset the Reign of
1933); "The Texas Court of Crim- Law" by L. W. Lockhart, New York
inal Appeals" by Keith Carter, Times (January 15', 1933); "CrimTexas Law Review (December, inology" by Philip P. Ferguson, The
1932); "Due Process in Criminil Police Journal (December, 1932);
Trials" by Robert E. Ireton, United "New Methods of Protecting Public
States Law Review (February, Welfare" by Dr. Carleton Simon,
1933); "The Right to Trial by Jury Ibid.; "New York State's Prison
in Prosecutions for Petty Federal Guards" by Walter N. Thayer, The
Offenses" by Melville Stewart, West Panel (November-December, 1932);
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"Uniform Act for Extradition of National Probation Association is
Criminals Is Up Again" by R. S. urging its members to buy "ProbaStevens, Ibid.; "The New North- tion and Criminal Justice" edited by
eastern Penitentiary," Anon., Correc- Sheldon Glueck, professor of crimtion (December, 1933) ; "Penological
inology, Harvard University. The
Research in a State Welfare De- National Committee for Mental Hypartment" by Thorsten Sellin, re- giene, Inc., has announced the isprinted from the Social Service Re- sue of "Morale-The Mental Hyview (September, 1932); "Sensa- giene of Unemployment" by George
tionalism in Crime News" by L. R. K. Pratt, author of "Your Mind and
Yankwich, American Bar Associa- You."
tion Journal (January, 1933).
Miscellaneous--It costs New York
State as much to keep a man in
prison as it costs a father to send
his son to college, according to calculations of Bernard J. Fagan, State
Parole Commissioner.
The "Police Expert" of the London Daily Telegraph predicts that
the crime statistics for London in
1932 will show an increase in crime
of 100%. He tells of police plans
to cope with a situation of growing
seriousness.
"Plans under Lord
Trenchard's consideration include:
A much extended use of wireless,
including the establishment of three
London transmitting stations, in addition to the headquarters station;
augmentation of the C. I. D., the
flying squad, and the mobile force
of the uniformed branch; a constant day and night motor patrol
service in all divisions, with improved wireless sets in the cars;
closer working union between county and borough forces, and renewed
efforts to secure public cooperation.
"Lord Trenchard is also considering courses of lectures by experienced officers on the prevention and
detection of crime, particularly in
relation to modern mechanized
methods of police and criminals."
Two national associations are
fostering publications of note. The

Sentences imposed upon first offenders in New York State are often
"fiendish" and stimulate the desire
to break jail, Dr. Walter N. Thayer,
Jr., State Commissioner of CorreL_tion, told the Osborne Association
at 114 East Thirtieth Street, February 9th. He spoke at the first
annual meeting of the organization,
formed last November by the merging of the National Society of Penal
Information
and
the Welfare
League Association.
Colonel Frank D. Whipp, Warden, State Penitentiary and Superintendent of Prisons, State of Illinois, described a plan introduced in
Illinois penitentiaries to provide occupation through correspondence
courses for inmates deprived of
work to perform. He says:
"The State penitentiaries at both
Joliet and Stateville, now employ a
Director of Education. This official
has had considerable pedagogical
experience; was formerly affiliated
with one of our State Schools, and
has had several years of successful
work in the grade schools of our
State.
The new correspondence
school will be under his guidance.
Inmates will mark the papers for
the grades. The curriculum will be
the same in all respects as the regular course of study offered by the
standard high sdhools throughout
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the country, with the single exception of laboratory facilities, such as
physics and chemistry."--U. S. D.
According to the Department of
Commerce statement in the United
States Daily, Scotland Yard is now
tracing criminals by motion pictures.
"One of the most intensive man
hunts ever instigated by Scotland
Yard is now being carried on in
Great Britain and motion pictures
are said to be playing an important
part. Films showing a police description and pictures of a man
wanted for murder are being currently shown in practically all of
the theaters in England with an appeal to the public to assist in the
search, according to the report.
"The film is introduced on the
theater screen by the sound of police whistles, and shows the official
printed description of the suspect
as well as several pictures of the
criminal. A short verbal description of the suspect and instruction
as to the method of notifying the
aufhorities in the event that the person wanted is recognized by any of
the theater-going public closes the
film."
January 28th in New York City,
an international police force to expedite the apprehending of international criminals was formed. It
will be known as the international
world police and its organization
was completed by representatives of
two agencies, the International Association of Chiefs of Police and
the International Police Conference.
The new organization will supply
the connecting link between these
agencies and the International Criminal Police Commission of Europe.
President Judge Stern of the
Philadelphia Common Pleas Court

believes a judge should not have to
fix a penalty. He would have criminals sentenced by a board consisting of a doctor, who would pass on
the defendant's physical condition;
a psychologist for his mental condition; a social.worker to study his
environment and family history; a
business man, because of his common sense and good judgment; a
judge for his experience and technical legal knowledge.
Oklahoma has joined Texas in
offering cash rewards for dead
bandits to check raids on banks.
Texas offers $5,000, while Oklahoma
will pay $500 for dead bandits and
$100 for live ones.
A decrease of 500 in the number
of cases of juvenile delinquency of
cases brought to the. New York Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Children in 1932 was reported
on January 10, 1933, at the annual
meeting of the society by Colonel
Ernest K. Coulter, general manager.
The Largest Bureau of Identification.-In a recent communication
Mr. Carron De Vries of the State
Police, Marquette, Michigan, takes
exception to the statement by Mr. T.
P. Sullivan (this Journal, XXIII,
5, p. 831) Ohio has the largest state
Bureau of Criminal Identification.
Oscar G. Olander, Commssioner of
Police for Michigan said in his
article: "Michigan State Police"
(this Journal XXIII, 4) that the
Michigan Bureau is second in size
only to the National Bureau at
Washington.
This, Mr. Carron
says, is the correct statement. It
is at his request that we make this
insertion.
R. H. G.

